
brim
1. [brım] n

1. край (сосуда )
full to the brim - полный до краёв

2. поле (шляпы )
3. арх. поверхность воды
4. арх. берег (реки, озера, моря )

2. [brım] v
1) наполняться до краёв

she was brimming with happiness - она вся излучала счастье
his voice brimmed with anger - его голос был полон злобы

2) редк. наполнятьдо краёв; переполнять
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brim
brim [brim brims brimmed brimming ] noun, verbBrE [brɪm] NAmE [brɪm]
noun

1. the top edge of a cup, bowl, glass, etc
• two wine glasses, filled to the brim
• (figurative) She felt suddenly alive and full to the brim with enthusiasm.
2. the flat edge around the bottom of a hat that sticks out
3. -brimmed (in adjectives) having the type of brim mentioned

• a wide-brimmed hat
 
Word Origin:
Middle English (denoting the edge of the sea or other body of water): perhaps related to German Bräme ‘trimming’ .
 
Example Bank:

• She watched the crowd from beneath the brim of her hat.
• a straw hat with a wide brim

Derived: ↑brim over

 
verb (-mm-) intransitive

to be full of sth; to fill sth
• Tears brimmed in her eyes.
• ~ with sthHer eyes brimmed with tears.
• The team were brimming with confidence before the game.

Verb forms:

 
Word Origin:
Middle English (denoting the edge of the sea or other body of water): perhaps related to German Bräme ‘trimming’ .
 
Example Bank:

• a young man brimming with confidence
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brim
I. brim 1 /brɪm/ BrE AmE noun [countable]
1. the bottom part of a hat that sticks out to protect you from sun and rain:

an old straw hat with a broad brim
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2. the top edge of a container:
She filled each glass to the brim.

filled/full to the brim (=completely full)
The cup was filled to the brim with coffee.

II. brim 2 BrE AmE verb (past tense and past participle brimmed , present participle brimming ) [intransitive]
1. if your eyes brim with tears, or if tears brim from your eyes, you start to cry

brim with
Her eyes brimmed with tears.
Her tears brimmed overagain as she started to speak.

2. be brimming (over) with something to havea lot of a particular thing, quality, or emotion:
The flowerbeds were brimming overwith flowers.
He seemed to be brimming with confidence.
Rob was just brimming with enthusiasm.
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